Clayton uses squeegee to clean soap off glass, transitioning to white Fish Window Cleaning logo shown
on red screen.
Clayton, Haley, and Nate walk out of office and to respective branded vehicles.
Clayton: Working for FISH is the best decision I've ever made.
Branded van pulls out of parking lot.
Shot of Clayton outside storefront holding a squeegee on a pole.
My name is Clayton and I've been working for FISH since 2009.
Clayton driving a branded vehicle.
I didn't really have a serious career before FISH. I worked at a gym and did that in the evenings and I
cleaned windows during the summer time in between school semesters. I ended up liking it and liking
the schedule and no nights, no weekends, kept me around after college.
Clayton: Nobody needs experience. The training that they provide us is awesome. Anybody can come
out being a window cleaner after the two-week training that they give us.
Branded vehicle parks in crowded parking lot.
Aerial view of large home with a branded vehicle parked in front.
Nate and Haley adjust apparel and equipment followed by a shot of Nate and Haley outside of home.
Haley: Before I started working here, I didn't really have a clue on how to clean windows like just getting
the spray bottle with a napkin doesn't really do the job.
Nate and Haley cleaning a bay window using a squeegee on a pole.
Turns out it's pretty easy to learn.
Nate and Haley cleaning 1st story home windows.
Nate walking around the back of the home near an in-ground pool and cleaning 2nd story windows while
on a ladder.
Nate: It's very flexible I mean most FISH franchises out there, you have options you can go get more
work once you're done or you just go home and enjoy the rest of your day. I have another job you know
I'm a bartender and this works out perfectly for me.
Nate and Haley continuing cleaning home’s windows and packing up equipment into branded vehicle.
Haley: And I take night classes two days a week. It really frees up enough time so I can work on my
schooling.
Clayton walks around branded vehicle to open rear doors and get cleaning equipment.
Clayton: I have a lot of pride my work because I'm able to clean up the storefront. That's the first
impression you see at a location and it's awesome because I'm a big part of that.

Aerial view of a commercial storefront.
Clayton cleans windows of commercial storefront.
I typically get to the office first thing in the morning. The manager will give me my workload for the day,
whatever my quota is. When I get done with the work that I have provided for me I can go out and do
sales if I want to. There's tons of opportunities to make more money.
Clayton gets out of personal vehicle in a snowy environment and walks around back to get cleaning
equipment. Clayton walks through snow and cleans commercial storefront windows.
Clayton: We clean all year long because a lot of the storefronts get covered up with the salt and debris
from the roads. We need to make sure their businesses stay clean throughout the year. So how we keep
the water from freezing is windshield wiper fluid. Same stuff that goes in your car. It won't freeze on the
windows so you're able to mop and squeegee the windows with no problem. Cleaning in the winter is
just as easy as cleaning in warmer weather. The waterproof gloves so your hands don't get wet. You've
got the proper layers on, you're only outside for you know 10-15 minutes and then you're going back
inside to warm up and then you're back in your car in your warm car to your next job.
Nate and Haley driving a branded vehicle.
Haley: What made you want to start working for FISH?
Nate: A friend of mine told me about FISH and I applied, I got hired, didn't need a college degree or
anything like that and they trained me on everything I needed to know.
Aerial view of branded vehicles pulling into parking lot of Fish Window Cleaning office.
Haley: It's definitely a nice financially stable job that doesn't require much experience.
Clayton and Haley high five as all three cleaners walk back into office.
Join Our Team
White Fish Window Cleaning logo
Go to www.fishwindowcleaning.com and click on Careers to apply to a franchised location near you.
( beep )
Clayton talking to camera in front of commercial storefront.
Clayton: The more money I can make.
[unintelligible off-screen direction from female voice]
[Clayton and other off-screen participants laughing]
Clayton: What is it a bittery flaky crust? [laughing] ( beep )
Buttery flaky crust. ( beep )
Buttery flaky crust. ( beep )

Nate and Haley driving a branded vehicle.
Haley: Before I was completely clueless. I had no idea how to even hold a squeegee but after training
and everything I feel like I'm the Michael Jordan of window cleaning. [Nate laughing] ( beep )
A window cleaning prodigy or something. [Nate laughing] ( beep )
I feel like I'm the wizard of window cleaning.
( beep )
Clayton talking to camera in front of commercial storefront.
Clayton: Buttery flaky crust
[off-screen laughing] ( beep )
Nate catches can of cleaning product, removes lid with one hand, and sprays exterior coach light.
( sound of plastic cap bouncing on the ground )
[Clayton laughing off-screen]
( beep )
Clayton cleaning commercial storefront windows in the snow.
[Clayton making gibberish noises] ( beep )
[Clayton making gibberish noises then laughing] ( beep )
Clayton leaning over and pole sliding to the ground.
( sound of metal pole sliding and hitting the ground )
Clayton: Action packed! ( beep )
Nate and Haley cleaning bay window of home.
[Jake off-screen: Maybe just ask him, you know, like, what are you doing tonight or something... I don’t
know.]
Nate: [Nate laughing] Uhhh. I'm going home to my wife.
[Nate laughing and off-screen laughing]
( beep )
Clayton talking to camera in front of commercial storefront.
Clayton: You guys can cut that part out if you want.
( beep )

